The Battleship Texas
Foundation and Houston
Beer and Pretzel Wargaming
Presents…

Where Wargaming and History Meet

Welcome aboard USS TEXAS, to Texas BROADSIDE! 2021.
Resilience, the capacity to recover quickly from difficulties, is a trait the USS TEXAS has exhibited throughout
her 100+ year lifetime. From having run aground off north-eastern Block Island on the 28th of September, 1917,
only to be re-floated three days later, through surviving two world wars relatively unscathed, to avoiding the
same fate in retirement as her sister, USS NEW YORK, TEXAS has proven time and time again that she is made of
sterner stuff.
While the TEXAS has been in saltwater the vast majority of her 100+ years, she has demonstrated resilience in
remaining afloat, despite a number of engineering setbacks and environmental close calls. All this has led us to
where we are today, aboard a more secure, buoyant, vessel, with a new chapter in her life just around the corner.
USS TEXAS’ resilience has helped get her to this point, where in a matter of a few short months she will be towed
to Galveston, placed in dry-dock, see her hull plating repaired, and then move on to a new home where tourism
dollars will go a long way towards preserving her for another 100 years.
Resilience is a trait that the crew of USS TEXAS demonstrated as well. As the years pass and we lose more and more
of the men who once served aboard TEXAS, men who time and time again demonstrated their resilience in working in
hot, crowded, uncomfortable situations, under the constant threat of attack, we must not forget their efforts and
sacrifices.
Since 1948, USS TEXAS has called the San Jacinto State Historic Park, the local communities of Deer Park and La
Porte, and the greater City of Houston its home. Many a Houstonian first visited the TEXAS as a child, then again
later as an adult, and many even have returned in time with their grandchildren.
Like the TEXAS, we as Houstonians can all claim some familiarity with the word resilience. We, as a community,
have repeatedly demonstrated our resilience in pushing through and recovering from past and more recent
challenges, whether they be caused by Mother Nature, our political differences, or an aggressive virus.
Despite the challenges that our society has faced, we as a community have always come together and recovered
quickly, leading to a return to more normalcy, as exemplified by your physical presence here today at Texas
BROADSIDE! 2021.
Two years ago, when it became clear the USS TEXAS was, “packing up and moving”, for much-needed repairs, Houston
Beer and Pretzel Wargaming, in its own demonstration of resilience, turned to the Houston Maritime Museum to
ensure that the Texas BROADSIDE!, “show must go on”. Two years later and another demonstration of resilience has
seen Texas BROADSIDE! return to the decks of USS TEXAS, where it has and always will belong.
Here’s now hoping that each of you has a great experience and a great deal of fun here at Texas BROADSIDE! 2021.
May USS TEXAS’ aura of resilience shine brightly on each of you and allow each of you to recover quickly from
any poor dice rolling or tactical blunders!
Let the Games Begin!
Very Sincerely Yours,
Travis Davis
Vice President of Ship Operations
Battleship Texas Foundation
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GENERAL INFORMATION
all want USS TEXAS to be here for many more
years to come.

WELCOME TO TEXAS BROADSIDE! 2021
The Battleship Texas Foundation (BTF) and the
Houston Beer and Pretzel Wargaming club would
like to welcome you to our eleventh annual
wargame convention, the ninth aboard USS
TEXAS. We thank you for helping to make this
event successful and wish you the best of luck
and enjoyment while you are here visiting and
gaming with us.

DISCLAIMERS
We assume no responsibility for lost or stolen
materials. Lost badges, programs, or other
materials must be re-purchased.
We reserve the right to refuse service to
anyone. If anyone acts in an inappropriate
manner, as deemed by the convention staff, we
reserve the right to eject you from the
convention without a refund or ask the staff of
BTF to intercede on our behalf.

ADMISSION AND BADGES
Badges must be worn at all times while you are
aboard the USS TEXAS. The "rank" indicated on
your badge, using WWII USN officer’s shoulder
boards, identifies you as follows:

EMERGENCIES
In the unlikely event of an emergency, please
immediately contact a member of event staff or
an employee of the BTF or the nearest ship
volunteer.

Ensigns: Volunteers and Rice ROTC Students
Lieutenants JG: One-day Wargamers
Lieutenants: Weekend Wargamers

RESTROOMS

Lt. Commanders: Overnight Wargamers (One Night)

Restroom facilities aboard USS TEXAS are closed
to the general public; there are restrooms
available ashore for public use. Registered
attendees of Texas BROADSIDE!, however, will
have unrestricted access to the main deck onboard restroom and should not have to leave
the ship for this reason.

Commanders: Overnight Wargamers (Two Nights)
Captains: Game Masters and Vendors
Rear Admirals: Coordinators
Admirals Special Guests and other VIPs

There is no need to visit the BTF ticket
building and gift shop as your price of
admission to board the ship is included in your
badge fee.

The restroom is located amidships, on the main
deck, between the two air castles. Its location
is marked on the deck plans below.

FOOD/DRINK POLICY

CONSTRUCTION

The general public is not allowed food or drink
aboard ship. Only registered attendees of Texas
BROADSIDE! will be permitted to eat or drink
aboard, and this activity, to minimize impact to
the ship, needs to be conducted in the airconditioned Wardroom. Water will be available

Volunteers and BTF staff are constantly
working to improve the integrity and visitor’s
experience of the USS TEXAS. Please pardon any
adverse impact this maintenance or construction
may have on your enjoyment of the weekend. We
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in a large cooler located in the Wardroom. We’d
appreciate voluntary donations to help offset
the cost of this water.

MEALS
Lunches could be purchased in advance
only. The "box" lunches are provided by Tea +
Victory Game Café, on TC Jester near Ella. If
you selected one or more lunches while preregistering, your lunches will be available in
the Wardroom each day.

FUN FOR ALL
The Houston Beer and Pretzel Wargaming club is
first and foremost about having fun. We
wouldn't have organized this event if we didn't
think it would be fun for us and fun
for you. Please consider this when you interact
with other gamers and please strive at all times
to make this event enjoyable for everyone
involved.

Lunches must be consumed inside the
Wardroom. The gaming schedule will be
suspended between 1400 and 1500 hours on
Saturday so that everyone may take their lunch
break together.

Disruptive gamers will, in the first instance, be
asked by their game master to "shape up". In
the second instance a member of event staff
will intercede. If problems persist we'll muster
the might of BTF and then we'll let them deal
with the trouble maker...

If you do not dine aboard then you may leave
the ship at 1400 to eat elsewhere and then
return when gaming begins again at 1500 hours.

OPEN GAMING
Some games may get cancelled on-the-day, for
any number of good and, occasionally, not-sogood reasons. There may also be free table
space available once all our pre-planned games
are known. If a table is otherwise free of a
scheduled game, you may use that table as open
gaming space, on a first-come-first-served basis.

GAMES
There is no formal process for signing up for a
given game. This program contains plans of the
main deck of the ship. There are two game
"sessions" on Saturday and one game session on
Sunday, so we will operate on a first-come-firstserved basis when it comes to who gets to play
in which games. Note that sometimes our
scheduled games are repeated, giving you two
chances to get into the action.

During each day, open gaming should be limited
to games involving military history, to preserve
our theme. The overnight gaming is entirely
open gaming and may be any type or genre.

We've also asked our game masters to try and
remain flexible in allowing players to join
their games, acknowledging the fact that it's
hard to accurately plan for numbers of players
when many people prefer to register on-site.

PARKING
Parking near the ship is free and plentiful.

REFUNDS
No refunds will be given once the convention
begins.
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SATURDAY NIGHT DINNER

INSECTS

We will be holding a no-host dinner at the
nearby Monument Inn restaurant. This dinner
will run from approximately 1930 to 2100 on
Saturday night. If you intend to join us for
this dinner then please notify Rear Admiral
Bouffard.

Mosquitos and other insects can be a problem,
particularly above deck. Bug repellant may be
sold in the BTF gift shop and, of course, you are
welcome to bring and use your own.

SUMMER HEAT

There is a zero-tolerance weapons, alcohol, and
narcotics policy at Texas BROADSIDE! and the
entire San Jacinto State Monument and
Battleship Texas site. Violators of this policy
will be ejected from Texas BROADSIDE! and
promptly turned over to employees of the BTF.

WEAPONS/ALCOHOL/NARCOTICS

This has been one of the hottest and wettest
Houston years on record. While we can hope for
milder weather this weekend, it's quite possible
that the weather this weekend may be quite
hot. We have scheduled the gaming to take
place entirely in the air conditioned Wardroom.

TOBACCO

Clearly, the Houston Beer and Pretzel
Wargaming club, BTF, and any other mortal
being or organization cannot be held
responsible for the whims of Mother Nature. No
refunds will be granted because it is too hot,
too cold, or too wet. If the sailors of the USS
TEXAS could weather it for months at a time,
we'll all survive for one weekend.

Smoking is prohibited aboard USS TEXAS.
Chewing tobacco is permitted, so long as it is
disposed of properly while on board. Smoking is
permitted on the gangway and on the pier,
outside BTF buildings.
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SPECIAL GUESTS
Bruce Bramlett, Executive Director of the Battleship Texas Foundation
Houston Beer and Pretzel Wargaming welcomes Bruce Bramlett.
Bruce Bramlett is the Chief Operating Officer and Executive Director of The Battleship
Texas Foundation. The foundation’s mission is the repair, restoration, and dry berthing of
The Texas. As the director of the foundation he has proven to be a tireless warrior in the
effort of restoring and preserving The Battleship Texas. A nationally recognized speaker
Bruce is in high demand for his ability to connect with and entertain audiences of all
types. Bruce is a graduate of Texas A&M University where he received his Bachelors and
Masters degrees.
A former YMCA volunteer of the year he served on the board and served as the Y Partners
Campaign Chair for two years and under his leadership the Y has set records for fundraising. Bruce is also the
current Chairman of the YMCA board. In 2013 Bruce was appointed as an Admiral in The Texas Navy by Governor
Rick Perry. He is also a member of The Historical Naval Ships Association and The National Maritime Historical
Society.
Bruce is married to Donna and they reside in The Woodlands, Texas. They are the parents of five Children and
eight grandchildren.
Bruce will give us a status update on Battleship Texas and her trip to dry dock next year. Bruce will talk about
where the Foundation currently is on that project, some of the journey leading up to this point, as well as the
Foundation’s vision for the future of Battleship Texas. Bruce will conclude with a Q&A session.

Kevin G. Nunn, Game Designer and Author
Houston Beer and Pretzel Wargaming welcomes Houston’s own game designer and author,
Kevin G. Nunn.
Kevin G. Nunn has spent most of his life slowly migrating westward along I-10. This trend
began at the age of two, when his parents settled in New Orleans, LA, continued at the age
of six, when his parents resettled in Lafayette, LA, and carried on to the age of 30, when he
and his bride Debra resettled in Houston, TX.
Exposure to board games began at as a toddler, when his mother began teaching him the principles of
chess. Sadly, exposure to European-style games didn’t happen until much later. He’s been trying to make up for
lost time ever since.
Kevin’s interest in game design appeared in the winter of 1980 with the design of his first roleplaying
game. Several more roleplaying games and board games would follow.
Kevin’s published design credits to date include duck! duck! Go!, Rolling Freight, Outlander: the Dice Game, and
All You Can Eat. Kevin was also a contributing author to the anthology book Family Games: the 100 Best.
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IN MEMORIAM
Larry “Bucky” Patrick Buchanan
Larry “Bucky” Patrick Buchanan, military veteran, passed away Friday September 10, 2021
at the age of 62. Larry Buchanan of La Porte, Texas was born December 1, 1958 in DeRidder,
LA.
Larry “Bucky” Buchanan was a proud retired veteran of the USCG, 3 years Tanker in the
Army, as well as, a Communications Officer –retired 8 years- N. Myrtle Beach, PD.
Larry Buchanan’s biggest inspiration was all things military, particularly WW1. He had
many bookshelves dedicated to his books on this point in history, as well as, any war you
could think of. He was a quiet man until he caught wind of any talk of military. Then his ears perked up and his
eyes would come to life as he spoke for hours on military politics and war strategies to all who would listen.
He has been heavily involved in miniature board wargaming for as far back as memory serves. Painting tediously
and accurately placing military tanks, soldiers, and weaponry into historically accurate positions for reenactments. Nothing made him happier than an opportunity to have the time to load up his hard work and meet up
with his war gaming buddies at any convention he could.
Larry was an active member of Houston Beer and Pretzel Wargaming, who volunteered, on several occasions, to run
games and assist with the setup and cleanup of Texas BROADSIDE! Larry was always a pleasure to play wargames
and hang out with.
He is preceded in death by his parents and his brother.
Larry is survived by his wife, his daughter, two sons, his sister-in-law, and several nieces and nephews.
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COOL STUFF
Wargamers like “cool stuff”. It’s in our nature. We like to wear our hobby, collect trinkets that we can use to
enhance our hobby, and sometimes, we like to do more than just watch other people play at their hobby.
So we here at Houston Beer and Pretzel Wargaming want to indulge your desire for “cool stuff”, while at the same
time raise additional funds that we can donate to the Battleship Texas Foundation.
So please track down Rob or Andy, while you are here at the convention, and get your hands on some of our “cool
stuff”.

BROADSIDE!
What is a BROADSIDE!? A BROADSIDE! is a wooden token that you purchase for $2 each, or you
can buy three for $5. Take your token, walk up to any wargame currently being played,
including your own, and “fire” that BROADSIDE! by placing it down on the table. Each of our
game masters is obligated to react to a BROADSIDE! as they see fit, in some entertaining way
that will change something in the game. Why not buy one, “fire” it, and see what happens?
Please note that in firing it you will lose the wooden token, as you must surrender it to the
game master, who is obligated to recycle it with convention staff.

T-SHIRTS
Each year we design a unique Texas BROADSIDE! t-shirt. In
past years we have featured a picture of the TEXAS on the
back, with a catchy slogan.
This year we went with a Christmas themed green shirt with a
colorized version of an original black and white photograph
taken in December 1941. The image is part of a series of
photographs taken when the USS TEXAS was visiting
Newfoundland and her crew were treating some of the local
children to a visit from Santa.
The slogan on the back of the shirt reads, “I Saw Santa Aboard USS TEXAS at Texas BROADSIDE! 2021”. As Santa
will be wandering around the ship this weekend, you may very well see him. We always place the convention logo
on the left breast as well.
Gamers that have attended five or more Texas BROADSIDE! conventions will receive the word “Ace” below the
convention logo. A scant few sport the words “Double Ace” to signify they have attended ten or more Texas
BROADSIDE! events. You can order yours at the convention for $20, plus $5 for shipping.

TOKENS
We’re also happy to offer our BROADSIDE! logo tokens as a set of laser engraved
disks in three colors of acrylic (red, white, and blue, of course). Use these for
objective markers, first turn markers, card weights, challenge coins, or whatever.
Each set of three costs $10. 100% of the sales of these and the wooden tokens will
be donated to the Battleship Texas Foundation.
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DECK PLANS
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SATURDAY GAMING
SCHEDULE
0900 hours - USS TEXAS and San Jacinto Monument area opens.
0915 hours - Registration opens inside the USS TEXAS ticket office.
0945 hours - Gangway opens - welcome aboard USS TEXAS (BB 35)!
1000 hours - Man your battle stations! - Games begin.
1400 hours - Chow time! - Lunch is served in the Wardroom.
1415 hours – Bruce Bramlett lecture, Wardroom.
1500 hours - Report to damage control stations - games resume.
1900 hours - Stand down from battle stations - games end.
2000 hours - Debark USS TEXAS - wargaming day ends. Everyone must be outside the main gates.

GAME AND EVENT DETAILS – 1000 to 1400 Hours
Command and Colors Ancients - Epic War – Wardroom - 8 Players
Come Play Commands & Colors: Ancients! The best (in my humble opinion) of Richard Borg's
wonderful card driven wargame system.
Commands & Colors: Ancients really shows off the ancient battle tactics; keeping your line
intact, having leaders in supporting solid positions and avoiding elephants! I will set up an
Epic game with four players on each side. Epic can be run with fewer players, but if we drop to
only a couple, I will set up one vs. one games. Rome, Carthage, Barbarians, Traitorous Romans,
this system models them all surprisingly accurate, wonderfully fun. and fast playing. The
cards do a great job of creating a fog of war, you don't know the full strengths and
weaknesses in your opponents battle plans.
This is a great chance to learn one of my favorite games. Come Play!
Brent Lloyd

Battle of Flamborough Head – Sails of Glory – Wardroom – 6 Players
It's the Bon Homme Richard vs. the HMS Serapis, with the nearby fight of the Pallas vs. the HMS
Countess of Scarborough in September of 1779. "I have not yet begun to fight!" is the famous
quote mythically said in this AWI naval fight with the uppity ragtag American navy against
the Royal British navy.
Andy Blozinski
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SATURDAY GAMING
Britain vs. France Napoleonic Naval Battle – Bloody Broadsides – Wardroom - 8 Players
Fight a hypothetical battle of early 1800s ships of the line. No experience necessary. Ship
models are 1/900 scale, play is on a 2 inch hex map.
Chuck Gibke
Operation Fustian: The First Bridge Too Far – Brigadier General Commands – Wardroom - 6 Players

The British Paras have just taken Primosole Bridge, Sicily, Italy 1943 and need to hold it
until the Army relieves them. (That won’t take long, will it?) The Germans, helped by a few elite
Italians, have other ideas. Fallschirmjäger vs Paras, with both sides jumping in. What more do
you want for a wargame? Some of you will remember, these are easy rules to learn, with enough
action that everyone will have fun.
Daniel Shaw

Saipan Blue 1 O-1 – Battlegroup Pacific – Wardroom - 8 Players
Players new to Battlegroup rules can learn the basics on a jungle patrol on Guam as a
training scenario, then a small historical scenario on Saipan. Play as either USMC or Japanese
Army. Sponsored by Fight's On! Miniatures www.fightsonstore.com
Rob Wubbenhorst

Warbound - Custom – Wardroom - 12 Players
This game is a historical game that can be put into any era it is able to be played with many
players depending on game size. It’s very fun and is turn based. The basis is teams 1,2,3,4 etc.
take turns moving and then firing.
This event is part of our Rootbeer and Pretzels Wargaming initiative. Introducing historic
wargames to kids of all ages. This event is open to all Museum visitors, young and old alike.
Landon Dickens
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GAME AND EVENT DETAILS – 1500 to 1900 Hours
Another Boston Massacre – Post Captain – Wardroom – 6 Players
On December 17, 1814 the USS Constitution broke out of Boston harbor for her final cruise in
the War of 1812. This "what-if" scenario assumes that the recently completed USS Independence
(rated at 74 guns, but carrying 90) joined the breakout, and that they were intercepted by a
British blockading squadron.
Post Captain enables you to simulate convoy actions, commerce raiding, cutting out expeditions,
gunboat clashes, and shore raids along with a variety of single ship duels and small squadron
actions. Boat and cargo handling, challenge and deception, current and tide, floating batteries
and shore defenses, mortar bombardments by bomb vessels, blanketing and wind shadow and the
less well known types of sailing rigs and vessels are all covered in the rules themselves.
Brian Weathersby

Broadside WWI Naval – Broadside: Empires of Steel - Wardroom - 4 Players
Broadside: Empires of Steel is a fully printable tabletop miniatures game set in the era of the
Dreadnought Battleship.
The game is designed for fast, action-packed games between fleets consisting of roughly 7 to 12
ships per side.
The rules allow you to play a game of six turns in a couple of hours with decisive results.
They are also designed to be fun, without the need for consulting vast numbers of tables to
find out what is happening to your ships.
William Leaf

Clean Up the Town – Gunfighter’s Ball – Wardroom - 4 Players
Western gunfight game using 28-30mm miniatures. Human players will attempt to seek out and
kill or run off the local hoodlums which will be AI (i.e. dice) controlled.
Designed as a beginner's introduction to the rules set.
Chuck Gibke
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Et Sans Resultat – Et Sans Resultat – Wardroom - 6 Players
Et sans résultat! is a grand tactical wargaming for the Napoleonic period.
The grand tactical focus means that a lot of low-level detail is abstracted away, a battalion
being represented by a single stand. While this loss of detail may be mourned by some, it
allows battles to be fought in a timely manner and players to concentrate on the tasks of
generals rather than of junior officers.
The title, French for "And without result!", is from Marshal Ney's comment on the indecisive yet
bloody battle of Eylau.
Come try your hand commanding the French against the Russians and their Austrian allies.
Andy Bouffard

Operation Fustian: The First Bridge Too Far – Brigadier General Commands – Wardroom - 6 Players

The British Paras have just taken Primosole Bridge, Sicily, Italy 1943 and need to hold it
until the Army relieves them. (That won’t take long, will it?) The Germans, helped by a few elite
Italians, have other ideas. Fallschirmjäger vs Paras, with both sides jumping in. What more do
you want for a wargame? Some of you will remember, these are easy rules to learn, with enough
action that everyone will have fun.
Daniel Shaw

Warbound - Custom – Wardroom - 12 Players
This game is a historical game that can be put into any era it is able to be played with many
players depending on game size. It’s very fun and is turn based. The basis is teams 1,2,3,4 etc.
take turns moving and then firing.
This event is part of our Rootbeer and Pretzels Wargaming initiative. Introducing historic
wargames to kids of all ages. This event is open to all Museum visitors, young and old alike.
Landon Dickens
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SATURDAY GAMING
Wings of Glory - Wings of Glory – Wardroom - 8 Players
Wings of Glory is a game system that allows players to recreate aerial combat during World
War I and II, using cards and miniatures to represent the airplanes and their maneuvers.
In Wings of Glory players will control one or more airplanes, taking to the skies to engage
their opponents in aerial duels, or trying to accomplish a specific mission, such as recon,
escort, or bombing.
Stephen Kastensmidt
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SATURDAY DINNER

ANNUAL CONVENTION DINNER - MONUMENT INN RESTAURANT
Regardless of where you choose to stay overnight, if you plan to be with us on Saturday, then please
come join us for a no-host Texas BROADSIDE! dinner at the Monument Inn Restaurant, between 1930 and
2100 hours, immediately following the end of gaming at 1900..
4406 Independence Parkway South, La Porte, TX
Next to the Lynchburg Ferry
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SUNDAY GAMING
SCHEDULE
0900 hours - USS TEXAS and San Jacinto Monument area opens.
0915 hours - Registration opens inside the USS TEXAS ticket office.
0945 hours - Gangway opens - welcome aboard USS TEXAS (BB 35)!
1000 hours - Man your battle stations! - Games begin.
1400 hours - Stand down from battle stations - games end.
1800 hours - Debark USS TEXAS - wargaming day ends. Everyone must be outside the main gates.

GAME AND EVENT DETAILS – 1000 to 1400 Hours
Broadside WWI Naval – Broadside: Empires of Steel - Wardroom - 4 Players
Broadside: Empires of Steel is a fully printable tabletop miniatures game set in the era of
the Dreadnought Battleship.
The game is designed for fast, action-packed games between fleets consisting of roughly 7 to
12 ships per side.
The rules allow you to play a game of six turns in a couple of hours with decisive results.
They are also designed to be fun, without the need for consulting vast numbers of tables to
find out what is happening to your ships.
William Leaf

Dealers in Hope - Dealers in Hope – Wardroom - 5 Players
Corporations blurred borders and suppressed nationalism. That structure has been overthrown
and a new era of nation-building has begun. You are a leader of one of these fledgling
nations.
Dealers in Hope is a card-driven civilization game in which each player has their own
personal objectives.
Kevin Nunn
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SUNDAY GAMING
Holding the Flank at Mikhailovka - Battlegroup Kursk – Wardroom - 4 Players
The Russian 181st Tank Brigade has orders to retake the village of Mikhailovka and outflank
the defenders of the Komosolets State Farm. In their path are elements of the 1st SS
Reconnaissance Battalion. Can the recon boys hold long enough for the cavalry to arrive?
Barry Brueggeman

Last Stand of the Tin Can Soldiers - Victory at Sea – Wardroom - 6 Players
1944 - USN Taffy 3 escort carriers run into a Japanese battlefleet heading toward the Leyte
Gulf anchorage. This famous battle has been adapted into a multi-player format using the new
Victory at Sea rules. Escape with your USN escort carrier while managing command friction in
the Japanese fleet. Sponsored by Fight's On! Miniatures www.fightsonstore.com
Rob Wubbenhorst

Bounced – Check Your 6! – Wardroom – 14 Players
When German Bf 110 and ME 410 heavy fighters entered into close combat with the 91st Bomber
Group, P-51s of the 354th Fighter Group, tasked with covering the bombers, were deliberately
entangled with elements of II/JG.3. The Bf 109s aggressively dove into the 354th from above
and the fight was on.
Andy Bouffard
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OUR SUPPORTERS
We’d like to thank the following sponsors who have played a large part in the success of this venture.
We consider these companies our good friends and recommend you give them your custom in the future.
So our thanks go to…

…Fights On! (www.fightsonstore.com), for their time and effort. Check out
their great collection of naval and air wargaming play aids and
accessories.
……Dan Verssen Games (www.dvg.com), purveyors of fine solitaire and multiplayer
wargames, for their support for our event by their very generous donation of a
box of wargames, from WWII to modern, solitaire to multiplayer… and counter
trays! Who can ever have enough counter trays?
…Tea + Victory Game Café (http://teaandvictory.com/), spoiled us with a
delectable selection of catered lunches. Meghan and her staff put up with us
one night a month so it’s the least we can do to thank them here!
…Warlord Games (www.warlordgames.com), purveyors of Bolt Action, Black Powder,
and other great games, and caster of 28mm miniature goodness. They have been
kind enough to send us many plastic sprues to be given away as prizes.

…AF Custom Shirts (https://www.afcustomshirts.com/),
manufacturers of our amazing convention t-shirts. Thank
you for working so quickly and skillfully.
…Quarterdeck International (https://www.quarterdeckinternational.com/),
a boutique game publisher that was founded by naval game designer
Jack W. Greene in 1979, has always and continues to produce the very
best in war gaming titles.
…The Wargaming Company (https://thewargamingcompany.com/), purveyors of Et
Sans Resultat, the grandtactical Napoleonic Wars rule system. We’d like to
thank David for his rapid and extensive support.
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FINAL WORD

Come Get Your Social Wargamer On!!
Houston is a big city, our nation’s third or fourth largest, depending on who you ask. With that size there are
difficulties in connecting disparate and distant wargaming groups together. One group that meets in a retail
store in north Houston may not communicate with or even know about another group meeting at a restaurant in
Sugar Land.
That’s where the Houston Area Wargamers Facebook group can help. Created in December, 2009, it is your social
media connection with other Houston wargamers. Use it to share what you are modeling, playing, collecting, or
even just thinking about doing, as it relates to all aspects of wargaming, regardless of period or genre.
Tired of all those Yahoo groups? Too busy to monitor a half-dozen forums associated with an equal number of
retail stores and game companies. Whether you are looking for new opponents or just searching for a group in
town to go hang out and wargame with, why not try joining us?

https://www.facebook.com/groups/houston.area.wargamers/

WE WANT YOU!
Looking for a unique wargaming club to join?
Do you like meeting once a month on a
Do you enjoy quality food and, best of
Do you wargame better with a beer
Do your dice roll better? Or

fixed weeknight?
all, quality beer?
in your hand?
seem to?

Why not join us the first Thursday night of every month at Tea + Victory Game Cafe?

No dues, no officers, no worries.

Houston Beer and Pretzel Wargaming
http://beerandpretzelwargaming.com

Simplex, Celer, et Letatio
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